Dirac semimetals (DSMs) are three dimensional analogue to graphene with symmety enforced bulk Dirac nodes. Among various DSMs, ZrSiS has been attracting more interests recently, due to its three dimensional Dirac nodal line protected by the nonsymmorphic symmetry. It actually belongs to a large family of isostructural compounds with unique quantum phenomenon. Here we present a comprehensive study of the first principle calculation, angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) measurements, and scanning tunneling microscope (STM) experiments on ZrGeTe, a member of the ZrSiS family with stronger spin-orbit coupling (SOC). Our band structure calculation shows the existence of floating gapless surface states atX with Rashba splitted helical spin texture, which are confirmed by our ARPES measurements. We also perform quasiparticle scattering interference (QPI) imaging and find several q-vectors, with two Umklapp scattering vectors not observed in other family compounds. All the q-vectors can be identified with joint density of states (JDOS) simulation. Our results demonstrate the interesting electronic structure of ZrGeTe and might benefit the potential application by utilizing its exotic quantum states in the future.
Introduction
Dirac semimetals (DSMs), which belong to one type of topological semimetals (TSMs), are three dimensional analogue to graphene and characterized by linear dispersed bulk bands described by the Dirac Hamiltonian [1, 2] . The Dirac bands can form either nodal points or nodal lines in the band structure. Usually these crossings can be gapped out by the spin-orbit coupling (SOC). However, with the existence of nonsymorphic symmetry, Dirac points or Dirac nodal-lines can be robust under the effect of SOC. This is first predicted by Kane and Young [4] , and further confirmed in the angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) study on Dirac nodal-line semimetal ZrSiS [5, 6, 7, 9] with nonsymmorphic space group P 4/nmm. Ever since, several studies on ZrSiS family compounds reveal their similar electronic structures arXiv:1912.07002v1 [cond-mat.mtrl-sci] 15 Dec 2019 [8, 9, 10, 11] with some exotic quantum phenomenom. The glide mirror symmetry preserves the gapless Dirac nodes pinned at time reversal invariant momentas (TRIMs) and line nodes on the Brillounin zone (BZ) boundary [4, 7] . The unique diamondshaped Fermi surfaces lead to highly anisotropic magnetoresistance [12, 13] and Ushaped optical conductivity [14] . The "floating "surface states due to the broken glide symmetry on the terminated plane in such systems are also intriguing [15] . For example, HfSiS exhibits Rashba splitting in linearly dispersed surface bands [7] , while ZrGeTe has gapless surface bands in topological crystalline insulator (TCI) phases [10] . The ARPES and quasiparticle scattering interference (QPI) imaging allow us to unravel the nature of these surface states experimentally. ZrSiS shows strong bandselective scattering due to the magnetic quantum number conservation [16] . The QPI q-vectors in such systems show common features, including scattering between diamond-shaped bands and the anomalous Umklapp scattering between surface states at X [13, 16, 17, 18] . The latter is discussed recently with the nonsymmorphic effect in ZrSiSe [18] .
In this paper, we present a comprehensive study on ZrGeTe, a compound in the ZrSiS family with stronger SOC strength, by density functional theory (DFT) calculations, ARPES measurements, and STM imaging. Our bulk calculation shows that ZrGeTe has nonsymmorphic protected Dirac nodes at TRIMs and line nodes on the zone boundary, which are common features in the ZrSiS family. In addition, we also find a type-II Dirac point near Γ with negligible gap opened by SOC. Furthermore, the slab calculation shows that the linearly dispersed floating gapless surface band at X exhibits Rashba splitting with helical in-plane spin texture. The ARPES measurements support the calculated band structures with detected Rashba splitting. From our QPI imaging data, we find five prominent dispersing q-vectors including hallmark scattering process in the ZrSiS family [13, 16, 17, 18] as well as several strong Umklapp scattering. Our results show that ZrGeTe and the related compounds are valuable platforms to study interplay of several quantum phenomena, including symmetry protected Dirac line nodes, Rashba effect, and gapless surface states in TCI phases.
First principle calculation
In this work, the ZrGeTe single crystal is grown by the chemical vapor transport technique with lattice constant a = 3.866Å and c = 8.599Å determined by the Xray diffraction (Details regarding crystal growth are discussed in the appendix). The crystal structure is shown in Fig. 1(a) . ZrGeTe crystallizes in tetragonal structure P 4/nmm space group, which possesses a nonsymmorphic glide mirror operation (M z | 1 2 1 2 0). The calculated bulk electronic band structure without and with the SOC are shown in Fig. 1 (b) and Fig. 1(c) , respectively. The Dirac nodes pinned at high symmetry points (X, M, R, and A) marked with red circles are protected by the glide mirror symmetry [4, 7] . They cannot be gapped by the SOC and thus form protected Dirac line nodes along A-M and X-R marked with red boxes [7] . On the other hand, high symmetry lines Γ-X, X-M, Z-R, and R-A all belong to little group C 2v , which only has one irreducible representation under the effect of the SOC. As a result, all the crossings along these lines must be gapped by the SOC due to the band hybridization. These C 2v SOC-gapped Dirac nodes are marked in blue circles. Interestingly, there is one type-II Dirac point near Γ without considering the spin degree of freedom, and the crossing is ensured by the band inversion of A 2 and B 2 bands shown in the green inset of Fig. 1(b) . In principle, the point should be gapped by the SOC since it is in the C 2v region, while our calculation shows that the gap is smaller than 10 −4 eV, which is close to the computational precision.
We also perform 9 layers slab calculation in order to study the surface states. The slab band structure with ratio of surface component is presented in Fig. 1(d) . The floating surface band observed in other isostructural compounds [15, 18] is also seen here, dispersing linearly from -0.3 eV to 1.0 eV along XM . Interestingly, the surface band forms a gapless node with lower bands at X point. By a recent symmetry indicator analysis [19, 20, 21] , which shows that Z 2,2,2,4 = (0012) for ZrGeTe and corresponds to the nontrivial topological crystalline insulator (TCI) phase. The gapless node is also observed in our ARPES data and previous studies [10] . Under the effect of SOC, the surface band spilts into a pair of bands with Rashba-type helical in-plane spin texture. The splitting can be seen in the inset of Fig. 1(d) , and the spin texture is clearly shown with the constant energy contour near the gapless node in Fig. 1 (f). The theoretical Rashba parameter estimated is 0.57 eV-A with a momentum offset 0.0146Å −1 . This indicates the slightly greater SOC strength in ZrGeTe compared to ZrSiS, where no Rashba effect is observed. Another isostructural compound HfSiS also exhibits Rashba splitting surface bands [7] with Rashba parameter 3.1 eV-Å. Note that by comparing theoretical calculation and QPI, we deduce the DFT calculation is 50 meV lower than the STM experiment, and thus we shift the theoretical data in Fig. 4 (k) -(m). 
ARPES measurements
ARPES experiments were performed at beamline BL21B1 at National synchrotron Radiation Research center (NSRRC) in Taiwan with a Scienta R4000 analyzer at 80 K. The energy and angular resolutions were better than 30 meV and 0.2 • , respectively. The Fermi surface (FS) map measured at a 55 eV photon energy in Fig. 2 (a) reveals a large diamond shaped contour around Γ. Circular Fermi pockets at X point are connected with delicate crescent like FS, and the diamond line gradually splits into the inner and outer part from the vertices to the ΓM cut. It is worth noting that three-dimensional dispersion of the bulk bands is predicted by the theoretical calculation. However, k z dispersion along M ΓM exhibits a nearly straight feature. Such result suggests that the three-dimensionality in the bulk band is obscure ( Fig. 2(d) ). A quasi-2D electronic structure in related ZrGe(Se,Te) materials is also reported [10, 11] . Nevertheless, in Fig. 2 (b)(c), the broadening of the inner pocket clearly reveals the three-dimensionality nature of the bulk band. A small gap (∼80 meV, Fig. 2(c) ) slightly below Fermi level denotes the effect of SOC [7, 11] , agreeing with our calculation. The fact that this gap remains below Fermi level measured from 45 to 55 eV (which should cover at least one period Γ-Z) also implies a rather subtle three-dimensional electronic structure than theoretical prediction.
The existence of Rashba splitting is another indication of SOC strength. Previous ARPES measurements on different compounds of this family also reported Rashba splitting on the SS at X [7] . In our calculation, the Rashba splitting momentum offset in ZrGeTe is estimated to be 0.0146Å −1 . Fig. 2 (f) exhibits the floating gapless SS at X. A trace of small splitting ∼0.015Å −1 is observed by taking the second derivative of the ARPES intensity (see Fig. 2(g) ). In Fig. 2(h) , the existence of Rashba splitting is further evidenced by the set of double peaks in the momentum distribution curves. Our observation shows that the Rashba splitting in ZrSiS family is a generic feature even with modest SOC strength. 
STM imaging and QPI analysis
To better understand the surface electronic structure across E F , we further perform quasiparticle scattering interference (QPI) imaging on ZrGeTe by using a homemade 3 Helium fridge STM system. We use the electrochemically etched tungsten tips cleaned by field emission and characterized on the gold surface. The ZrGeTe single crystal is cooled below 20K first and then cleaved in ultra-high vaccum (UHV) in-situ before inserting to STM for measurements at T=4.6K. Fig. 3(a) shows a 40 x 40 nm 2 topography, which exhibits the 1 x 1 structure with lattice constant of a = 3.47 ± 0.29Å. Although it has been shown that ZrSiS can be cleaved to reveal surfaces with different termination [13] , we have not observed terraces or different surfaces. We then investigate the local density of state (LDOS) by differential tunneling conductance (dI/dV) spectrum along with the calculated orbital-projected density of state (PDOS), as shown in Fig. 3(b) . The tunneling spectrum shows the semi-metallic nature with lower density of states near Fermi level (E F ), and it agrees well with the calculated PDOS. The d orbital of Zr dominates the DOS near E F and thus only Zr atoms are observed in STM topography in Fig. 3(a) , which is similar to the case of ZrSiS [13] . There are dip features in the calculated PDOS near E = 0.5 eV and in the tunneling spectrum near E = 0.6 eV respectively, which indicates the small energy shift between DFT calculation and STM at a high energy. Next, we perform QPI imaging to resolve the surface electronic band structures. We measure the energy dependent differential tunneling conductance maps dI/dV(r, E=eV) at T=4.6K from E = -0.6 eV to E = 1.0 eV in the same field of view (FOV) of 40 x 40 nm 2 as Fig. 3(a) . Fig. 4(a) -(e) show dI/dV(r, E) conductance maps at five different energies, where defects induce complicated standing wave patterns. We then apply fast Fourier transforms (FFT) to the dI/dV(r, E) maps and obtain the correponding dI/dV(q, E) maps in Fig. 4 (f)-(j) respectively. Five prominent q-vectors with clear energy dispersion are observed in our QPI images, and we can identify their orgins by comparing with theoretical band structures. A detailed correspondence between the q-vectors and the calculated constant energy contour (CEC) at E = 40 meV is shown in Fig. 5(a) . q 1 comes from intra-band scattering between the diamondshaped bands surrounding Γ, while q 2 is originated from inter-band scattering between Rashba-splitting surface states near X. The q 2 scattering can only occur between two different spin channels with the same spin polarization by symmetry. The Umklapp scattering q 3 is equal to q 2 plus a reciprocal vector, and its relation with the P 4/nmm nonsymmorphic Brillounin zone (BZ) has been discussed recently in ZrSiSe [18] , where half of the q 3 vectors are missing due to the zone folding. All three q 1 , q 2 , and q 3 are hallmark scattering processes in the ZrSiS family that have been observed in previous STM experiments [13, 16, 17, 18] . Interestingly, we observe another two Umklapp processes that has yet been reported in ZrSiS family except in ZrGeTe. We deduce that q 4 is the scattering between bulk-projected bands in the middle of ΓX, and q 5 comes from the diamondshaped bands scattering crossing zone boundary. Similar to the relation between q 2 and q 3 , q 5 equals to q 1 add a reciprocal vector. The identification of q 5 can be further supported by joint density of states (JDOS) simulation presented in Fig. 5(b) . Comparing the QPI imaging ( Fig. 4(i) ) and the JDOS simulation ( Fig. 5 (b) ) both at E = -100 meV, the measured intensity of q 5 vectors vanishes significantly over the dashed-line boundary in Fig. 5(b) , which indicates that q 5 scattering vectors are still within the nonsymmorphic-reshaped boundary. In Fig. 4 (k) -(m), the energy dispersion of q 1 , q 2 , and q 4 are extracted from our QPI results, and they agree well with our theoretical band structure. The observation of several Umklapp scattering on the ZrGeTe surface can stem from the close proximity of those bands to the zone boundary. Note that point defects or impurities with C 4 or C 2 symmetry are abundant on the surface, which in principle can produce band-selective scattering process, depending on their geometric or orbital characters [16] . Here, our QPI imaging is a result of averaging over all types of defects.
Summary
In summary, we present a combined study on electronic properties of Dirac nodal line semimetal ZrGeTe by first principle calculation, ARPES measurements, and STM imaging. The calculated band structure shows several interesting features including slightly gapped type-II Dirac point, nonsymmorphic symmetry protected Dirac line nodes, and gapless surface bands with Rashba splitting. We further argue the existence of nontrivial TCI phase in ZrGeTe by symmetry indicators, which is responsible for the gapless floating surface bands at X. Our ARPES measurements agree well with the calculation in band dispersion, and the Rashba splitting of 0.0146Å −1 is resolved. With joint density of states (JDOS) simulation, we can identify the origins of five QPI q-vectors, which all come from states with strong Zr-d orbital contribution. The two new Umklapp scattering vectors q 4 and q 5 can be explained through the recent discussion of Umklapp scattering in P 4/nmm Brillounin zone [18] . With the rich exotic quantum phenomena, ZrGeTe and related compounds can serve as a valuable platform for exploring Rashba effect, nonsymmorphic symmetry, and topological protection in TCI phase. The ratio of surface component indicated with color is identical to the slab band structure in Fig. 1(d) . Five q-vectors q 1 -q 5 are shown with the corresponding bands resulting in the scattering. The solid line shows the first Brillouin zone (BZ), while the dashed line shows the P 4/nmm nonsymmorphic reshaped BZ as discussed in [18] . (b) The spin dependent joint density of states (JDOS) simulation of the diamond-shaped band resulting in q 1 and q 5 at E=-100 meV. The colorbar indicates the normalized dot product between spin components of the scattering states. q 1 and q 5 are successfully reproduced. The dashed line indicates the boundary of q 5 determined by the nonsymmorphic reshaped BZ as shown in subplot (a).
ZrGeTe crystal growth
CVT growth method has been using Br 2 , Cl 2 and I 2 as the vapor transport agents, which allows an effective and fast vapor transport to produce the necessary supersaturation for the expected final crystal. ZrGeTe single crystals grown in truncated square pyramid shape are shown in Figure 1(b) . For the preparation of precursor powder materials, stoichiometric amount of 5 N pure elements in molar ratio of Zr : Ge : Te = 1 : 1 : 1.1 with 10 percents excess of Te was sealed into an evacuated quartz ampoule and heated for 2 days at 700 • C. For the CVT method crystal growth, about 7.5 g of the pre-reacted ZrGeTe powder was placed together with variable amounts of transport agent (high purity) of either TeBr 4 , TeCl 4 , or solid I 2 at one end of the silica ampoule (35 cm long, ID/OD = 2.0/2.2 cm). To prevent oxygen contamination, all preparation steps before flame-sealing were carried out in an Ar gas filled glove box with oxygen and water level kept below ∼ 1 ppm. The loaded ampoule was evacuated and flame-sealed before loading into the tube furnace for the CVT growth. A temperature profile of gradient near 1.5 • C/cm is maintained, where the pre-reacted material is held at 900 • C and the growth end is maintained at 850 • C, thin plate-like ZrGeTe single crystals were obtained with I 2 transport agent. For the growth of thick crystals of ZrGeTe in a truncated square pyramid shape, sizes up to 2.5 x 1.00 x 0.5 mm 3 and 2.0 x 2.5 x 1.00 mm 3 were obtained using transport agents of TeCl 4 and TeBr 4 , respectively. The optimal temperature profile is kept at 980 • C -880 • C with a small temperature gradient near 2.5 • C/cm in about a week. It is found that the vapor pressure controlled at ∼ 6 mg of TeBr 4 per cm 3 , ∼ 7 mg of TeCl 4 per cm 3 , and ∼ 6 mg of solid I 2 per cm 3 would yield growth at high transport rate about ∼ 100, ∼ 120, and ∼ 155 mg per day, respectively.
